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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

The accurate classification of psychophysiological data is
an important determinant of the quality when interacting
with a physiological computing system. Previous research
has
focused
on
classification
accuracy
of
psychophysiological data in purely mathematical terms but
little is known about how accuracy metrics relate to users’
perceptions of accuracy during real-time interaction. A
group of 14 participants watched a series of movie trailers
and were asked to subjectively indicate their level of
interest in a binary high/low fashion. Psychophysiological
data (EEG, ECG and SCL) were used to create a binary
classification of interest via a Support Vector Machine
(SVM) algorithm. After a period of training, participants
received real-time feedback from the classification
algorithm and perceptions of accuracy were assessed. The
purpose of the study was to compare mathematical
classification accuracy with the perceived accuracy of the
system as experienced by the users. Results indicated that
perceived accuracy was subject to a number of
psychological biases resulting from expectations,
entrainment and development of trust. The F1 score was
generally a significant predictor of perceived accuracy.

Psychophysiological data can be collected implicitly during
human-computer interaction and used to represent the
affective or cognitive state of the person. This dynamic and
quantified representation of the user represents a basis for
adaptive software mechanics. The same logic can be
applied to the derivation of media tags during the passive
consumption of movies, music or still images. In this case,
psychophysiological data is collected and classified as the
person experiences the media, which are subsequently
classified to yield tags related to emotional experience [1].
This form of implicit human-centred tagging [2] provides a
method for understanding human behavior and the effects
of media on the user – as well as enabling a number of
interactive media applications, such as interactive narratives
tailored to induce a specific psychological state in the
viewer [3]. This type of implicit interaction represents a
form of physiological computing [4] constructed upon a
generic control loop [5].
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Physiological computing as implicit interaction

Research on human-centred tagging of media has focused
on the measurement of emotional states [6], which may be
categorized as discrete states (happy, angry, calm etc.) or
within the two-dimensional space of the circumplex model
[7]. The generation of affective tags provides a useful
means to: (1) assess whether media produced the intended
emotional state, and (2) to assemble a repertoire of media
over a period of time known to induce specific emotional
states in that particular individual. The former represents a
‘test
audience’
usage
case
where
automated
psychophysiological quantification effectively replaces
subjective self-report. The second instance emphasizes the
construction of personalised database (of media clips) via
human-centred tagging that may be utilized to elicit
desirable emotional states and mitigate undesirable ones,
e.g. affective music player [8]. Recent work in the domain
of cultural heritage [9] departed from this tradition by
measuring a psychological state of interest as a cognitiveaffective state. In this example, measures from EEG and
autonomic psychophysiology were combined to
operationalize the degree of interest elicited by exposure to
media. Interest is defined as a combination of: (1)
attention, (2) stimulation and (3) high levels of either
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positive or negative emotion. Tagging media with respect
to items that elicit high interest can be used to create
personalised and engaging trajectory through any
information space [10]. This approach is concerned with
the classification of magnitude along a single psychological
dimension (high vs. low levels of interest) as opposed to the
categorization of discrete emotional states.
Classification accuracy

Current
research
on
the
classification
of
psychophysiological data places enormous emphasis on the
application of machine learning algorithms in this context
[11]. The general methodology for the construction of a
classifier is to generate a training set, which is subsequently
used to train a classifier and represents a template for all
subsequent acts of categorisation. The first obstacle for
classification is the derivation of an optimal set of training
data. It is hoped that training data provides a good mapping
in terms of a quantitative discrimination (between the states
to be classified) and lead to a reduction of classification
errors. Those factors most likely to actively contribute to
classification errors are:
1.

The influence of noise from non-psychological
sources, noise is a ‘fact of life’ for ambulatory
psychophysiology

2.

The degree of divergence between the estimated
mapping provided by the training set and the best
mapping possible. This factor is determined by
the representativeness of the training set. The
degree of divergence between what is measured by
the system now and what was measured during
training is called Bias.

3.

The sensitivity of the classifier to the training set.
It is important to note that different approaches to
signal classification differ with respect to their
susceptibility to specific and idiosyncratic qualities
of the training dataset. The degree of sensitivity to
the training set exhibited by the classifier is called
Variance.

Therefore, a good dataset for training may be defined as
one that encompasses the full range of physiological
responses for classification and has been acquired under
realistic conditions. The acquisition of such a dataset often
requires a sustained period of monitoring and a cumulative
approach to data collection, i.e. training dataset becomes
more inclusive as data is acquired over time/episodes of
usage. The accumulation of training data over a period of
time should reduce bias and variance as the resulting data
that informs the process of classification is both
representative and generalizable [12].
Perceived accuracy & user experience

The quality of the classification emerging from the training
dataset is generally assessed using ‘hard’ markers of
mathematical accuracy, e.g. cross-validation. It is assumed

that accurate classification as represented by a
mathematical index will translate into good performance
with respect to the categorization of psychological states
within the context of human-computer interaction. This
assumption disregards the obvious fact that users of
physiological computing systems will possess varying
degrees of subjective self-awareness. The co-existence of
‘hard’ markers of classification accuracy (from the system)
and ‘soft’ markers of subjective self-awareness is
characteristic of interactions with physiological computing
systems. The combination of ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ markers of
classification accuracy yields a third category of accuracy –
which equates to the perceived accuracy of the system from
the perspective of the user (see [4] for a more detailed
discussion).
The perceived accuracy of the classification engine is an
important determinant of the user experience. A system
that is perceived to be accurate in the short-term will create
a positive impression that encourages further use. In the
long-term, an acceptable level of perceived accuracy will
engender trust in the technology [13]. The question of what
is an acceptable level of accuracy for a physiological
computing system has been addressed by previous research
[14,15]. These authors simulated various levels of accuracy
with respect to control of an input device and task difficulty
respectively in order to explore levels of user acceptance
and tolerance for system error.
Current study

The current paper will focus on the relationship between
perceived classification accuracy and mathematical
accuracy of a physiological computing prototype working
in real-time. A system was designed to make a binary
(high/low) classification of the interest level experienced by
the user during the viewing of 40 movie trailers. Data from
EEG, ECG and skin conductance level were collected,
quantified and classified in real-time. Classification of
psychophysiological data was achieved using a Support
Vector Machine (SVM) working on a subject-dependent
basis, i.e. a SVM was generated that was specific to each
individual participant.
The training dataset used to generate the SVM classifier
was obtained at four different points in time as each
participant viewed the series of movie trailers. The initial
system build for classification was achieved on the basis of
a small dataset whereas the final system build utilized a
significantly larger training dataset for classification. Four
system builds are included in the experimental design in
order to explore how the acquisition of training data
influences both ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ markers of classification
accuracy.
At the end of each movie trailer, the participant was
required to provide a subjective binary estimate of interest
and subsequently received feedback on the classification of
interest produced by the system.
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The purpose of this paper is to assess users’ perceptions of
psychophysiological classification based upon real-time
feedback within the context of an interaction with a
working system. We also wished to explore the feasibility
of subject-dependent classification where the classification
algorithm for psychophysiological data is trained to each
user following a brief period of initial exposure. The focus
of current research in this field is on ‘hard’ mathematical
markers of classification accuracy that are often derived on
a retrospective basis [11]. Our contribution is to study the
association between these ‘hard’ markers and the
perception of accuracy from users who have received
explicit feedback from the system during a real-time
interaction.
The study was designed to explore four research questions:
1.

How does the accumulation of training data
influence both mathematical classification
accuracy and perceived classification accuracy? It
is assumed that both estimates of classification
will improve over each successive build of the
system (due to the cumulative acquisition of
training data and an associated reduction of
variance and bias in the training set)

2.

How do user perceptions of accuracy change with
sustained exposure to the system?
Is there
evidence for any systematic bias?

3.

For
subject-dependent
classification
of
psychophysiology in real-time, how long is
required for a system to generate a sufficient
corpus of data to train a classifier?

4.

What is the relationship between mathematical
accuracy and perceived accuracy? Do users tend
to over- or under-estimate classification accuracy?

conductance level (SCL).
The level of electrocortical
activation from the EEG signal over the rostral prefrontal
cortex [16] was used as a measure of cognition. Valence
was represented by frontal EEG asymmetry [17].
Measures from the physiological sensors were forwarded to
the component processors. These features were used as
inputs to the classification engine in the composite model
that expressed interest as a binary (high/low) state. The
output from the classification represents a control input for
a hypothetical process of software adaptation.
Real-time interest classification

A data processing pipeline was designed to: (1) extract the
relevant psychophysiological features, (2) quantify each
category of psychophysiological response, (3) classify the
response as a binary state of interest and label this response.
Because the system works in real-time on a subjectdependent basis, an initial exposure of the participant to
video clips was used to train the first build of the SVM
classifier. The classifier was re-trained on a new data set
three times after this initial build, e.g. every 7-9 movie
trailers, in order to deliver a steady accumulation of the
training dataset.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Conceptual Model

The conceptual model for the system used in the study is
illustrated in Figure 1. Four types of measure are collected
from the participant, each one maps onto three process subcomponents, which are forwarded to the classification
engine in order to categorise the level of interest as high or
low. The concept of interest is divided into three types of
process: (1) activation, i.e. does the content stimulate the
autonomic nervous system? (2) cognition, i.e. does the
content engage novel problem-solving and consolidate
memory formation in the rostral prefrontal cortex of the
brain, and (3) valence, i.e. does the content provoke a
strong positive or negative emotional response (see [10] for
a detailed description of how the concept of interest and
associated measures were derived). If psychophysiological
data indicates that content is stimulating, cognitively
engaging and emotionally provocative, it is deemed to be of
interest to the user. The activation processor is indexed by
autonomic indicators, such as heart rate (HR) and skin

Figure 1. System Model
Due to the complexity of the application framework two
elements have been extracting from the overall structure to
highlight how they functioned within the application. The
first element took the form of a video player sub-window,
which also acted as the means for gathering and processing
the subjective responses to each 60sec video after viewing.
Execution of the video player function drew a clip from the
pool of video material. After the video had been displayed
a new window appeared to prompt the user to deliver a
subjective response (high/low interest). These responses
were processed and forwarded to the export module for
association with psychophysiological responses for that
particular video.
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The second element received feature vector output from the
data export process and checked whether it was necessary
to construct a new version of the classifier. If true, a check
was performed to determine if the current request
corresponded with the first build of the classifier. If this
condition was satisfied, a further check was performed to
determine whether two instances of both classes (i.e. two
examples of high and low class data) existed within the
training dataset. If true, a classifier was constructed.
However, if a classifier already existed and a new classifier
build was required, then data collected for the current
stimulus period (i.e. corresponding to approx. 10 movie
trailers) was added to the existing training set and a new
classifier was constructed based upon this aggregated
dataset. If no new classifier build was required, the train
classifier process was bypassed and new vectors were
classified and output.

was expressed as a ratio of electrocortical activation (β /α)
at sites Fp1, Fp2, and FPz. Valence was represented by
frontal EEG asymmetry, which is expressed as the
difference between the natural logs (ln) of the total power in
the alpha band of the right and left hemispheres. The
resulting eight derivatives (see Table 1) are forwarded to
the feature store and exported to the train classifier process

Data acquisition

Psychophysiological data was imported in real-time from
two ambulatory physiological sensor technologies: the
Nexus X MkII © (used to capture autonomic ECG and SCL
responses) and the Enobio © (used to capture EEG
responses). These data were buffered internally and the
process pipeline split into two top-level protocols to process
autonomic data and EEG data respectively.
Physiological responses from the autonomic system were
measured using the Electrocardiogram (ECG, sampled from
the torso) and SCL (distal phalanges, second and forth
finger, non-dominant hand). Both channels were sampled
at 512Hz. Three channels of electroencephalographic
(EEG) data were recorded, measuring alpha (8-12Hz) and
beta (13-30Hz) activity, using the Enobio wireless 3channel sensor (sampled at 250Hz) with ground contacts on
left ear lobe and inner ear (Starlabs Inc). A mobile sensor
forehead band was fitted and nasion aligned to ensure
sensor placement at Fp1, Fp2, Fpz and electrodes attached.
The autonomic data processor included filtering for both
electrocardiogram (ECG) and skin conductance level (SCL)
of a 0.5 to 35Hz bandpass and 35Hz lowpass respectively.
The ECG data was subsequently forwarded to a beat
detection process in order to determine the mean and
standard deviation of the inter-beat-interval (IBI). The
filtered SCL data was forwarded to the epoch analysis
module to produce the mean and standard deviation of SCL.
The resulting derivatives from ECG and SCL were
forwarded to a feature store for eventual output.
Data analysis

The EEG data processor performed filtering (Bandpass
0.05-35Hz) and epoch analysis on three channels of EEG
activity derived from Fp1, Fp2 and Fpz. These data were
subjected to a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis to
determine the total amplitude spectra of the signal in the
alpha and beta bandwidths. Data from the FFT were
forwarded to calculate cognition and valence. The former

Measure

Signal Derivatives for Classification

Heart Rate

IBI (mean)
IBI (s.d.)

Skin Conductance

SCL (mean)

EEG

Ratio β /α (Fp1)
Ratio β /α (Fp2)
Ratio β /α (Fpz)
ln(αFP2)-ln(αFP1)

Table 1. A list of measures and those signal derivatives
used as input to the classification algorithm.
All derivatives were extracted from a 60 second epoch (i.e.
duration of each movie trailer) to deliver a total of 40
stimulus events. For autonomic measures features were
captured using a 12sec data window with a moving window
of 6sec. For EEG, features are captured using a 12sec of
data with moving 6sec window. This approach was used to
construct a feature vector every 6sec resulting in 10 -1 (due
to the overlapping data 12 second data windows) per sixty
seconds stimulus epoch. This approach delivered a potential
of 360 – (n * 9) classification vectors, where n equals the
total number of vectors used to train the classifier initially.
Classification

The training of the classifier occurred within MatLab using
the deployment command line processor for real-time data
interaction
To train and ascertain estimated performance of the
classifier in real-time, the sequential minimal optimisation
[18] and hold-out cross-validation methods are used on the
aggregated training data. The hold-out cross-validation
method partitions the data into two parts, by randomly
assigning data to either training or testing sets, ensuring that
the classifier is trained and tested with novel data and is
analogous to a real world task. This method of crossvalidation has been shown to provide a more accurate
assessment of potential classifier performance in
comparison to k-fold cross-validation when applied to small
datasets, such as those gained from real-time applications
[19]. When coupled with a loose grid search algorithm,
these methods form the basis for the training and
parameterisation of the SVM in real-time, providing the
optimal settings for the box constraint and sigma values of
the SVM radial basis function (RBF) kernel for each new
instance of training data as the system is used. That is, for
each new build of the system, training data is aggregated
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and cross-validated to create a new classifier in real-time, in
this instance to prevent over fitting of the classifier to the
training data and reduce computation time the box
constraint and sigma values are set to a maximum of 2.
Using this approach a feature vector was constructed every
6 seconds resulting in 10 -1 (due to the overlapping data 12
second data windows) classification vectors per sixty
second stimulus epoch. This gave a potential of 360 – (n *
9) classification vectors, where n equals the total number of
vectors used to train the classifier initially. Thus, nine
classifications were performed in real-time per stimulus
epoch and a majority vote was performed between class
outputs at the end of each epoch to determine the resulting
class for that epoch.
METHODOLOGY
Participants

and horror. The presentation of each movie trailer lasted 60
seconds; each genre contained 10 trailers. Videos were
displayed on a 42” LCD TV screen at 720p resolution and
audio was reproduced through television stereo speakers at
an easy listening volume of 70 dB. Participants sat at an
approximate distance of 1m directly in front of the
television and within easy reach of a computer connected
mouse. Video display and user interactions were captured
using a computer with two display outputs; one screen
output the video and subjective response collection
application interface and the other displayed the classifier
interface. The presentation order of the movie trailers was
randomised for each participant, with each video
presentation drawing from the pool of 40 until all material
was exhausted.
Procedure

16 participants (9 female) aged 19-25yrs. took part in the
experiment. However, only 14 participants data were used
for analysis. Data from two participants were excluded
because their responses did not meet a criterion that was
required to train a classifier on four occasions. Specifically,
these two participants did not produce the required
instances of high and low classes over the maximum 10
videos needed to train the system (i.e. the number of videos
remaining in the database was insufficient to permit three
further iterations of the classifier). All procedures and
measures were approved by the University Research Ethics
Committee prior to data collection.
Experimental design

The experiment was designed as a repeated measures study
(i.e. the same participants took part in all build sessions). A
“Wizard of Oz” [20] prototyping approach was derived in
order to convey feedback to the user in real-time. The
application included four build phases over the course of
the experiment designed to investigate how the
accumulation of data into the training set influenced
classification accuracy:

After receiving instruction about the experimental
procedure, participants were required to provide written
consent. Electrodes were placed on the torso for ECG and
on the distal phalanges of second and forth finger of the
non-dominant hand for SC. Participants were asked to sit
comfortably but remain as still as possible.
The experimental procedure was completed in two parts,
initial training (build 1) and subsequent instances of
classification/feedback. During the build 1 mode a video
trailer of 60 seconds duration randomly chosen from a pool
of 40 was displayed to the participant. After each video,
participants were shown a simple interface on screen that
asked “was this content interesting? Yes/No.” Once
feedback was received, another screen appeared to allow
the next video in the sequence to be played (“Play next
video? Yes/No”). This procedure was repeated until the
experimenter received a message indicating that a classifier
was being constructed.
Once a classifier had been constructed, the sequence of
events was as follows:
(1) participant views movie trailer

build 1 was the initial classifier training phase and
required responses from at least two of each of the
target classes (high and low)

(2) participant provides a subjective rating of whether
the movie trailer was rated as high or low interest.
This rating was added to the training dataset for
subsequent builds of the classifier

build 2 aggregated the database of responses from
build 1 into a new training data set and the SVM
was re-built

(3) The system provides feedback (high/low interest)
to the experimenter for that item based on the
current build of the classification algorithm

build 3 aggregated the responses from builds 1 and
2 into a new training data set and the SVM was rebuilt
build 4 aggregated the responses from the previous
3 builds and into a new training data set and the
SVM was re-built
Materials

(4) Feedback from the system is conveyed verbally to
the participant by the experimenter.
This mode of interaction continued during builds 2-4.
The experimenter was the same person throughout the trial
and it was made clear to the participants that he was simply
a conduit to system feedback.

The stimulus material took the form of movie video trailers
from four genres of film: science fiction, comedy, action
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R
RESULTS

T
The classificatiion accuracy of
o the system was
w measured in
m
mathematical terms using holdout cross-validation (as
(
ddescribed abov
ve) and the F1 score. The ho
oldout method of
ccross-validation
n uses the entiire dataset as both
b
training an
nd
testing data by
y splitting the data arbitrariily according to
ccriteria; that is,, data is random
mly assigned to
t either trainin
ng
oor testing acco
ording to the “set size” determined befo
ore
cclassification (iin this case 60
0% training, 40
0% testing). Th
he
ddataset contaains both the classificcation vecto
ors
((observations) and its associated
a
lab
bel (subjectiv
ve
he
juudgments), tessting the SVM model involvees classifying th
rremaining (40%
%) novel instan
nces of test daata, to determin
ne
aaccuracy. The labels
l
(subjectiive judgments)) associated wiith
thhe test vecttors (observaations) are known
k
to th
he
eexperimenter but unknown to
o the SVM mod
del.
T
The perceived accuracy of th
he system was expressed as th
he
ddegree of agrreement betweeen the binarry classificatio
on
pproduced by th
he system in real-time and subjective selfaassessment fro
om the user..
Perceived accuracy was
w
eexpressed as a percentage fig
gure (i.e. % off agreement) an
nd
inn terms of fourr categories of outcome:
True Positive
P
(both system and participant
p
rated
the mo
ovie as high intterest)
False Positive (systtem rated the movie as hig
gh
ow
interesst but participant produced a rating of lo
interesst)
True Negative
N
(both
h system and participant
p
rated
the mo
ovie as low interest)
False Negative (sysstem rated thee movie as lo
ow
gh
interesst but participaant produced a rating of hig
interesst).
R
Research Que
estion 1: How
w does the accumulation of
training data influence classification accuracy ov
ver
s
successive bu
uilds of the sys
stem?

T
The first question posed by
b the study
y addressed th
he
rrelationship bettween the accu
umulation of training
t
data an
nd
m
mathematical accuracy
a
(and the perception
n by the user of
m
mathematical acccuracy). The classification engine
e
was buiild
thhrough four phases.
p
The first build waas based upon a
rrelatively smalll number of stimuli (moviie clips) and is
aassumed to produce
p
the lowest level of
o classificatio
on
aaccuracy. By the same logicc, it is assumed
d that the fourrth
aand final build would deliverr the highest leevel of accuracy
bbecause it is bassed upon the laargest corpus off training data.
A univariate ANOVA
A
was co
onducted to asssess the influen
nce
oof build on math
hematical accu
uracy. This anaalysis revealed no
n
ssignificant influ
uence of build on
o either index
x of mathematiccal
aaccuracy [F(3,1
11)=1.40, p=.3
30]. A secon
nd ANOVA was
w
pperformed to explore
e
the inffluence of buiild on perceived
aaccuracy. Thiis analysis rev
vealed a margiinal main effeect
[F(3,11)=3.15, p=.06]; post-hoc analysess indicated th
hat
pperceived accurracy was signifficantly higher for build 1 and
d4

ared to build 2 (p=.04), in adddition, perceiveed accuracy
compar
increassed during build 4 compared tto build 3 (p=.005). These
findingg suggest that pperceived accurracy followed a quadratic
patternn over the num
mber of buildss, being high at build 1,
falling by 10% at buiild 2 and risingg to original levvel by build
5. All descriptive stattistics are illusttrated in Figuree 2.

d standard devviation for matthematical
Figuree 2. Means and
acccuracy (F1) aand perceived accuracy overr four
successive system buiilds (N=14).
Research Question 2: How does perceived cla
assification
acy change ov
ver successiv
ve builds and sustained
accura
exposu
ure to the systtem?

The seecond questionn concerned thee effect of eacch build on
user pperceptions of accuracy witth respect to pattern of
responses, i.e. True P
Positive, False Positive, Truee Negative,
Negative. A 4 (build) x 2 (positive/neggative) x 2
False N
(true/faalse) ANOVA
A was conductted on these ddata. This
analysiis indicated a ggreater frequenncy of positivee responses
(M=3.004) compared tto negative respponses (M=0.995) [F(3,11)
= 105..7, p<.01], i.ee. participants tended to inddicate high
rather than low interrest. In additiion, there weree a greater
numbeer of true (i.e. coorrect) responsses (M=3.23) coompared to
false reesponses (M=00.75) [F(3,11) = 106.3, p<.01]..
A signnificant interacttion between ppositive/negativve response
categorry and true/fallse [F(3,11) = 11.06, p<.01] revealed a
higher number of correct (M=5.12) comparedd to false
responses (M=0.96) in positive/higgh interest cattegory. A
significcant interactionn between buildd and true/falsee [F(3,11) =
8.56, pp<.01] indicateed that the num
mber of correctt responses
was hiigher during bbuild 4 (M=4.004) compared to build 2
(M=2.775) or build 3 (M=2.93). T
These findingss suggest a
generall bias towardss positive (i.e. high interest) cases and
true (i.ee. correct) respponses from thee participants. It was also
apparennt that particippants perceivedd the frequencyy of correct
responses (in both poositive and neggative categoriees) to peak
followiing the fourthh and final buuild of the claassification
algorithhm. The efffect of build oon positive reesponses is
illustraated in Figure 33.
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each ssuccessive buiild, i.e. does the associatioon between
‘hard’ and ‘soft’ m
markers of accuuracy change with each
successsive build. A series of Pearrson’s r correlaations were
calculaated to expresss the degree of association between
mathem
matical and perrceived accuracy over all fouur builds of
the claassification algoorithm. The reesulting r scorees (Table 4)
demonnstrate a positivve correlation ffor F1 that is sstatistically
significcant in the casee of all but the ssecond build phhase.

Figure 3. Frrequency of Trrue Positives (T
TP) and False
Positives (FP) over fourr successive bu
uilds of the
14).
cllassification allgorithm (N=1
R
Research Que
estion 3: How
w long is requ
uired to train a
s
subject-depend
dent classifierr?

T
The study was designed to traain a classificattion algorithm to
thhe individual on
o a subject-deependent basis using data fro
om
innitial exposuree to the system.. There is a qu
uestion regardin
ng
thhe feasibility of this app
proach with respect
r
to usser
aacceptance, i.e. can a classifieer be created fo
or all participan
nts
w
within a short period
p
of time. We found thatt the system too
ok
aan average of 7 videos (i.e. 7 minutes)
m
to con
nstruct the SVM
M.
T
The maximum number of viideos was 12 but this was an
uupper limit im
mposed by th
he experimentaal protocol (ssee
P
Participants secction for furtheer explanation)). The minimu
um
nnumber of video
os used to creatte the SVM waas 4.
R
Research Que
estion 4: Whatt is the relatio
onship betwee
en
m
mathematical classification
n accuracy and perceive
ed
a
accuracy?

T
The final questtion to be expllored concernss the relationsh
hip
bbetween matheematical measu
ures of classiffication accuracy
aand users’ perceptions of accu
uracy during in
nteraction. Theere
aare two aspectts to be investigated, the firrst concerns th
he
ddifferential bettween perceiveed accuracy an
nd mathematiccal
aaccuracy, i.e. do
d users tend to
o over- or und
der-estimate wiith
rrespect to mathematical classification accuraacy. A differen
nce
sscore was calcculated to exp
press the diffeerential between
pperceived accu
uracy and math
hematical accu
uracy [Perceived
A
Accuracy – Mathematical
M
Accuracy],
A
i.e. positive sco
ore
inndicates that perceived accuracy wass greater than
m
mathematical acccuracy. The mean
m
differencee score illustrattes
thhat estimates of
o perceived acccuracy were geenerally between
44-9% lower thaan the F1 score but variability
y was substantial.
A 4 (build) x 2 (index of maathematical acccuracy) ANOV
VA
w
was performed to explore the impact of build
d number on th
his
ddifferential. No
N significant differences were
w
found wiith
rrespect to inflluence of build number (see Table 2 for
f
ddescriptive statiistics).
T
The second asp
pect of this an
nalysis relates to the degree of
aassociation betw
ween perceived
d classification accuracy and its
m
mathematical analogue.
a
There is also a secondary issu
ue
rrelated to wh
hether the degree of assocciation between
pperceived and mathematical
m
acccuracy changees over time wiith

Builld

F1
r

Mean
Diff.

1

0.58*

.09
[.29]

2

0.37

.04
[.30]

3

0.82**

.05
[.24]

4

0.73**

.07
[.27]

Tab
ble 2. Pearson’’s r correlation
n coefficients b
between
maathematical claassification acccuracy and perceived
acccuracy. Mean Diff. refers to the differentiaal score
ubtracted
produ
uced when maathematical acccuracy was su
frrom perceived
d accuracy, staandard deviatiion in
parenthesses. * p<.05, ***p<.01 (N=14)..
DISCU
USSION

The puurpose of this study was to explore the rrelationship
betweeen mathematiccal classificattion accuracyy and the
percepttion of accurracy from ussers during a real-time
interacction with exxplicit feedbaack.
In adddition, the
ment was desiigned to exploore how the ssize of the
experim
trainingg dataset influeenced both ‘haard’ and ‘soft’ markers of
classifiication accuraccy.
The syystem was dessigned to classsify psychophhysiological
data in real-time oon a subject--dependent baasis. The
classifiication algorithhm (SVM) wass initially createed for each
individdual based uponn exposure to aan average of seeven movie
trailerss of 1min durration. After the initial buuild of the
classifiier (build 1), tthe SVM was rebuild every 7-9 movie
trailerss to yield threee subsequent veersions of classifier, each
one bassed upon on cuumulative increease of training data.
The efffect of system
m builds on cla
assification acc
curacy

Due too high levels off bias and variaance in the inittial training
set, it was assumed that both maathematical acccuracy and
perceivved accuracy would be pooor during build one and
exhibitt a linear increease as the trainning dataset ussed to train
the claassifier increaseed over successsive builds. Thhe analysis
of botth markers oof mathematical accuracy ((Figure 2)
revealeed no significaant support foor this predictiion. It was
notablee that a high (e.g. 89%) level of mathematicaal accuracy
was achhieved during tthe first build bbased upon appproximately
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seven minutes of data collection. This finding is encouraging
with respect to designing a system upon a process of subjectdependent classification where each algorithm is created
dynamically for each user.
The absence of any subsequent increase in mathematical
accuracy could be a ‘ceiling effect’ i.e. the high level of
accuracy accomplished during build one left little room for
further improvement. Alternatively the 40min duration of
the experiment may have been insufficient to observe the
effect of exposure/data collection on classification accuracy.
Extending the period of exposure and size of the training
dataset beyond the current experiment represents one avenue
for further research.
The perceived accuracy of the classification engine tended to
fluctuate over the four builds (Figure 2). The statistical
analysis support a view that perceived accuracy increased
during the final build compared to builds 2 and 3. High level
of perceived accuracy observed during build one could
reflect a ‘halo effect’ due to the novelty of the system and the
incorporation of technical apparatus, such as sensors. When
participants progressed to the second build phase, perceived
accuracy dropped by 9%, a trend that was mirrored by the F1
score (Figure 2). The decline of perceived accuracy during
the second build may reflect how increased exposure to the
system classification led to a less optimistic (and more
accurate) appraisal of the capabilities of the technology. This
type of analytic understanding of a technical system informs
the development of trust between user and technology [13].
Factors influencing perception of system accuracy

It is important to note that positive responses (high interest)
were more frequent than those in the negative (low interest)
category. This is unsurprising given that our participants
watched movie trailers, which are designed to pique the
interest of the viewer. However, this imbalance did bias the
participant to perceive classification accuracy in terms of the
more frequent (high interest) category. If we consider the
ratio of true (correct) to false (incorrect) responses in the
positive category (Figure 3), participants experienced one
incorrect response for every 9.3 classifications during the
first build. This was the highest accuracy recorded by
participants and represented an initial positive bias. This
index fell to one error for every 3.3 classifications during the
second build phase (Figure 3). The proportion of incorrect
responses in the positive/high interest category subsequently
decreased during builds 3 (one error per 4.5 classification)
and 4 (one error per 6.8 classifications). Given that negative
responses (low interest) were relatively infrequent, it is
argued that the proportion of correct responses in the high
interest category were largely responsible for driving the
perceived classification accuracy.
The number of classifications judged to be correct (in both
high and low interest categories) significantly increased
during the fourth and final build compared to builds 2 and 3.
In addition, the correlation between mathematical scores of

classification accuracy and perceived accuracy were positive
and significant during final two builds of the system (Table
2). It can be argued that build four represented instances of
classification based upon the largest training dataset, where
bias and variance are both reduced, and convergence between
mathematical and perceived measures of accuracy was a
natural consequence of this factor.
Alternatively, the presence of class imbalance within our
classification system may have functioned as a form of
implicit bias.
Participants learned that output from
classification tended to favour the ‘high interest’ category,
which represented a subtle mechanism of entrainment
whereby participants tended to choose the positive category
without conscious realization. It is also possible that
participants treated the experiment as a game where the goal
was to correctly match their response with one produced by
the system. Hence, participants were predisposed towards
the high interest category, which in turn leads to the creation
of classification engine with an implicit bias towards this
category - and repeated feedback from the system both
reinforces and amplifies this bias towards the high interest
category. A final possibility is that participants tended
towards agreement with the system classification during the
fourth build due to fatigue accumulated during the test
session.
Methodological issues

This issue of class bias with respect to binary classification
presented a dilemma for assessment of the current system.
The obvious solution is to create a balanced training set
where both outcomes are equally likely but that can be
problematic where bias is an inherent property within a
database. Even if the classification system were initially
trained using perfectly balanced data, bias would eventually
creep into the classification engine when it was re-trained
according to the preferences of the individual. A systematic
exploration of class bias using this type of subject-dependent
classification based upon an incremental training dataset is
one topic for further work. The issue of bias due to feedback
could be explored systematically by varying the protocol
used in the current study. For example, the results of each
classification could be withheld from the participant and
shared at the end of the experiment.
The current study used a protocol where system feedback
was conveyed to participants via the experimenter. This
form of feedback was selected due to the technical
limitations of the system and was far from ideal. The
presentation of feedback at the interface is likely to exert a
strong influence on the perception of accuracy. The use of a
human agent introduces an unwelcome level of
‘experimenter bias’ into the experience of the participants.
It was surprising that perceived accuracy and mathematical
scores of accuracy were generally within 10% of one another
(Table 2). There was a general tendency for perceived
accuracy to be higher than mathematical accuracy. The study
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does indicate that F1 score was generally a good predictor of
perceived accuracy; it was significantly positively correlated
with perceived accuracy in all but one of the four builds
(Table 4). The results of the correlation suggest that F1 score
from a classification engine may provide a reasonable
estimate of perceived accuracy from users but more research
is required to support this claim.
CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study was to explore the relationship
between mathematical and perceived classification accuracy
using psychophysiological data in a real-time application. It
was found that mathematical accuracy remained stable
throughout the experiment whilst perceived accuracy showed
some fluctuation related to bias and developing expectations
from the user. The study indicated that perceived accuracy
tended to be an over-estimation of mathematical accuracy
(F1 score) but there was a high degree of positive correlation
between F1 and perceived accuracy.
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